Are you doing enough to protect consumers’ data?

Personal information may be valuable to your business, but it’s also something consumers value.

Together, we can create a culture of respecting privacy, safeguarding data and enabling trust. Below are key issues to consider when handling personal information.

Ensure that your privacy statement clearly communicates your data use practices and includes contact information and details on who you are and how you collect, use and share personal information.

In addition to your privacy practices, you are also responsible for how your partners use and collect personal information.

Ensure that the amount and type of data are appropriate to the purpose. Disclose to consumers how you will use the data. Disclose whether you share consumer data. Provide ways for individuals to limit their information use/sharing – and communicate these to consumers.

Have you confirmed that each source got permission to share the data?

Communicate clearly and often about what privacy means to your organization and the steps you take to achieve and maintain consumer privacy and security. A privacy policy can be one way to achieve this.

Do you have a privacy statement?

Do you collect personal information through a website?

Are you doing enough to protect consumers’ data?

Do you collect personal information in person?

Do you collect personal information from third parties and/or apps?

Have you confirmed that each source got permission to share the data?

Now that you have thought about how you collect information, you should consider how that information is stored and kept secure.

Evaluate and employ controls to prevent unauthorized access to your consumer data, whether it’s kept by a hosting service or onsite.

• Make sure access privileges are updated regularly — for example, when an authorized employee leaves your business, consider canceling access rights immediately.

• Have a written information security policy, and train your workforce to follow your policies.

Monitor and track the way you use and manage consumer data.

• Monitor use of personal data.

• Understand and keep track of consumer information with clear documentation.

• Protect consumer data.

Now that you have thought about how you collect information, you should consider how that information is stored and kept secure.
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